WHITEPAPER
WHAT IS LEGACY CASH
Legacy cash is a decentralized financial
payment network that rebuilds the
traditional payment stack on the
blockchain. It utilizes a basket of fiatpegged stable coins, algorithmically
stabilized by its reserve currency Legacy
Cash, to facilitate programmable
payments and open financial
infrastructure development. As of
December 2020, the network has
transacted an estimated $299 billion for
over 2 million users.
Contract address:
0x7BF8a6cD04A2177dB64CA23a0CCf02FEDF2283C6

TECHOLOGY

Legacy Cash will use the latest Layer 2 solution in form
of Smart Contracts. This will reduce the fee and speeds
things up with a transaction.
While using Legacy Cash, it doesn’t matter if you are a client
trading a small amount or if you are a big company with a
high amount of transactions on a daily basis.
Legacy Cash is the solution for trading cash money
anonymously.
The Legacy Cash Token is a legal way to convert cash
money into crypto currency and visa versa, through a
deposit to our Legacy Cash token, or withdraw it back
into USD & EURO.

DEFI
Trading currency is an 24/7 ongoing
thing without centralized
authorities.
You hold your money, You control
where your money goes and how
it's spent. DeFi is open to anyone.
DeFi uses Erc-20 cryptocurrencies.
Legacy Cash is an Erc-20 token
(Decentralized Finance)

HOW TO RECEIVE
LEGACY CASH
To receive a Legacy Cash token you
simply have to send it to your Ethereum
address.
Copy your receiving address. Now paste it
in the receivers address or send it to the
user. The transaction is now sent and
received in your wallet.
IMPORTANT:
Always select the Eth network (Erc-20)!!!

WHITEPAPER
SMART CONTRACTS
We use smart contracts to provide
services that don't need
intermediaries.
In today's financial world, institutions
manage transactions. This gives them
immense power as your money flows
through them. Not to mention that
billions of people around the world
don't even have access to a bank
account.

HIGH SECURE
- P2P2 (Peer to Peer)
- High Resistance to transaction censorship.
- Simple and with low costs to use
- Private, anonymous and high Secure.
- Not having to entrust your Tokens to a
third party!
- High secure Quantum Proof

IMPLENTED FUNCTIONS
-Erc-20
-Smart Contracts
-Decentralized Finance
-P2P2 payments (peer to peer)
-Vaults
-Staking Pools.
-Layer 2 Solution
-High Secure Quantum Proof.
-Offer Real World Solutions.

HOW TO SEND
LEGACY CASH
When you send a Legacy Cash token on
the Eth network.
You copy the receivers address and paste
it in the transaction to the receiver. Enter
the amount of tokens you want to
transfer and click send. Your payment is
now sent to the receiver.

